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Оптимальное управление системой топливоснабжения заключается в выборе варианта развития 

энергетики, при котором достигается наиболее эффективное и надежное топливо- и энергоснабжение 
потребителей. В рамках реализации программы перевода распределенной системы теплоснабжения Уд-
муртской Республики на возобновляемые источники энергии была разработана информационно-анали-
тическая система управления топливоснабжением региона альтернативными видами топлива. В работе 
представлена математическая модель оптимального управления логистической системой топливоснаб-
жения, состоящая из трех взаимосвязанных уровней: пункты накопления сырья, пункты производства 
топлива и пункты потребления. С целью повышения эффективности функционирования системы топли-
воснабжения региона информационно-аналитическая система расширена функционалом оперативного 
реагирования при возникновении нештатных ситуаций. Возникновение нештатных ситуаций на любом 
из уровней требует перестроения управления всей системой. Разработаны модели и алгоритмы опти-
мального управления в случае возникновения нештатных ситуаций, связанных с выходом из строя про-
изводственных звеньев логистической системы: пунктов накопления сырья и пунктов производства топ-
лива. В математических моделях оптимального управления в качестве целевого критерия учитываются 
расходы, связанные с функционированием логистической системы при возникновении нештатной ситуа-
ции. Реализация разработанных алгоритмов основана на применении генетических алгоритмов оптими-
зации, что позволяет достичь наилучших результатов по времени работы алгоритма и точности получен-
ного решения. Разработанные модели и алгоритмы интегрированы в информационно-аналитическую 
систему и позволяют оперативно реагировать на возникновение чрезвычайных ситуаций в системе топ-
ливоснабжения Удмуртской Республики путем применения альтернативных видов топлива. 
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Optimal management of fuel supply system boils down to choosing an energy development strategy which 

provides consumers with the most efficient and reliable fuel and energy supply. As a part of the program on 
switching the heat supply distributed management system of the Udmurt Republic to renewable energy sources, 
an “Information-analytical system of regional alternative fuel supply management” was developed. The paper 
presents the mathematical model of optimal management of fuel supply logistic system consisting of three inter-
connected levels: raw material accumulation points, fuel preparation points and fuel consumption points, which 
are heat sources. In order to increase effective the performance of regional fuel supply system a modification of 
information-analytical system and extension of its set of functions using the methods of quick responding when 
emergency occurs are required. Emergencies which occur on any one of these levels demand the management 
of the whole system to reconfigure. The paper demonstrates models and algorithms of optimal management in 
case of emergency involving break down of such production links of logistic system as raw material accumula-
tion points and fuel preparation points. In mathematical models, the target criterion is minimization of costs as-
sociated with the functioning of logistic system in case of emergency. The implementation of the developed al-
gorithms is based on the usage of genetic optimization algorithms, which made it possible to obtain a more accu-
rate solution in less time. The developed models and algorithms are integrated into the information-analytical 
system that enables to provide effective management of alternative fuel supply of the Udmurt Republic in case of 
emergency. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of fuel and energy complex (FEC) and its inner industry systems is a complex 
multistage process that covers decision-making issues along all production stages: from the extraction 
of raw materials to their processing, transportation and final consumption. Optimal management of 
fuel supply system boils down to choosing an energy development strategy which provides consumers 
with the most efficient and reliable fuel and energy supply. 

Overall energy situation in our country impacts the choice of energy-saving technologies and pri-
orities among energy-efficient methods which are to be introduced. 

In the context of housing and utilities reform efficiency and reliability of heat sources as well as heat 
supply of local utility consumers are particularly relevant. The upward trend of the amount of deteriorated 
equipment and pipelines in the main components of heat supply systems demands to use modern man-
agement approaches along with information technologies and mathematical and simulation modeling. 

The aims, objectives and main directions of the country’s energy policy are determined in ac-
cordance with Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2020 by Federal Law on energy efficien-
cy and the President of the Udmurt Republic’s decree. 

Because of FEC being one of the major infrastructural industries in the country its possible de-
velopment strategies will also determine the possibilities of further economic growth in every region. 
Thus, the priorities of energy development strategy can be distinguished as follows: 

• complete and sound energy supply of the population and national economy, energy supply risk 
and emergency management; 

• energy supply of the population with moderate pricing that stimulates energy efficiency; 
• the reduction of unit production costs and energy resources utilization by means of rationaliza-

tion of their consumption, employment of energy-saving technologies and equipment, loss re-
duction within the course of extracting, processing, transporting and delivering of FEC products. 

Theory and methodology of modern energy research and strategic planning are established and 
developed in the works by L. S. Belyaev, N. I. Voropai, A. A. Makarov et al. [Belyaev, Podkoval-
nikov, 2004; Voropai, 2004; Makarov, Melentyev, 1973]. Systematic approach to solving strategic 
issues of heat supply development is based on the research by A. G. Granberg, V. I. Ishaev, V. V. Ku-
leshov [Granberg, 2004; Ishaev, 1998; Kuleshov et al., 1986]. 

Modern research in the field of mathematical modeling of emergency situations is given in the 
works of G. Wu, X. Li, V. Orlov and others. For instance, the paper [Wu et al., 2013] proposes a novel 
coordinate scheme of emergency control, which is based on technology of Multi-agent, and an algo-
rithm to identify the minimum control area, which is based on the principle of Run the Horse Stable 
Place. The paper [Li et al., 2011] describes covering models and optimization techniques for emergen-
cy response facility location and planning, from the perspective of mathematical models and opera-
tions research. The paper discusses various optimization techniques used to solve the above proposed 
models, including exact methods, simulation and heuristics, among which the most popular are Genet-
ic Algorithms and Tabu Search. Mathematical modeling of emergency situations is considered on the 
example of power system [Wu et al., 2013], objects of production and gas transportation [Orlov et al., 
2018], emergency transportation [Tlili et al., 2018], wind power [Huang et al., 2011]. 

In 2010 the program on switching the heat supply distributed management system to renewable 
energy sources has launched in the Udmurt Republic [Rusyak et al., 2010]. This paper observes a de-
veloped program “Information-analytical system of regional alternative fuel supply management” 
[Rusyak et al., 2013]. 

Information-analytical system is designed to dealing with problems of optimal management of 
regional distributed fuel supply system of the Udmurt Republic. The structure of information-
analytical fuel supply management system comprises three main blocks: 

• information subsystem, 
• analytical subsystem, 
• geoinformation subsystem. 
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Functioning of the regional distributed fuel supply system involves operational risks which may 
depend primarily on the malfunctioning of logistic system components. The disruption of technologi-
cal fuel preparation operations poses a threat for the security of the given region’s energy resources 
and may cause not only significant financial losses, but also serious social implications. High-quality 
risk analysis and management enables prompt responding to failures in fuel supply system operation 
and, hence, raising the level of energy security, while optimal management of emergencies minimizes 
negative effects of disruption. In order to increase effective the performance of regional fuel supply 
system a modification of information-analytical system and extension of its set of functions using the 
methods of quick responding when emergency occurs are required. 

2. Mathematical model of optimal management of fuel supply system 

Logistic scheme of supply of heat sources with fuel consists of three levels [Rusyak et al., 2017]. 
In logging and woodworking enterprises as well as timber harvesting zones wood raw materials are 
produced and then are transported to the raw material accumulation points (RMAP) — it is the first lev-
el. At RMAP primary processing of wood raw materials is executed. The collection of raw materials at 

RMAP begins at the time RMstt+  and uniformly runs until the time RMend .t+  The outflow of raw materials 

to fuel preparation points starts at the time RMstt−  and runs until the time RMend .t−  Basic technological 
operations related to fuel preparation emerge at the second level. The second level comprises fuel prep-
aration points (FPP) where primary processed wood raw materials are sorted, cut into small pieces, 
heat-treated and packed. After that finished fuel is delivered to heat sources in the region — it is the 
third level of logistic system. The time required to supply fuel to heat sources is determined by the in-

terval Fst Fend, .t t+ + 
   Fuel consumption at heat sources occurs during the heating season Fst Fend, .t t− − 

   

Fuel consumption at heat sources is determined by their loading and change of temperature during the 
heating season. Every level of logistic system includes warehouses for raw material storage. 

The diagram of raw material movement on different levels of logistic system is demonstrated 
in Figure 1 [Ketova, Trushkova, 2012a]. 
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Fig. 1. The scheme of changes in stocks of raw materials and fuel during the year at different levels of logistics 
system: raw material accumulation points, fuel preparation points and heat sources 
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The solving of fuel supply logistic system design problem consists of four stages each of which 
boils down to dealing with certain tasks: routing [Revelle et al., 1991; Bramel, Simchi-Levi, 1995; 
Ketova, Trushkova, 2012], clustering [Ketova et al., 2010], optimal distribution of resources [Daskin, 
2008] and stock control [Trushkova, 2011, 2013; Shen et al., 2003]. As a result of consistent execution 
of all design stages a fuel supply logistic system with defined locations for all objects, their links as 
well as volumes and performances of raw material and fuel preparation and consumption at every ob-
ject of the system is developed [Rusyak et al., 2011]. 

The given logistic system contains M  raw accumulation points, N  fuel preparation points and 
L  heat sources. 

Let RMAP FPP FPP H
RM RM F F, , ,i k k jQ Q Q Q     denote current volumes of wood raw materials at i th RMAP 

( 1, ),i M=  current volumes of wood raw materials and fuel at k th FPP ( 1, )k N=  and current volumes 

of fuel at j th heat source ( 1, )j L=  respectively, t. of n. f.; RM F,RMAP H
i jq q+ + are speeds of wood raw mate-

rial replenishing at i th RMAP and refueling at j th heat source, t. of n. f./day; RM F,RMAP H
i jq q− − are speeds 

of wood raw material consuming at i th RMAP and fuel consuming at j th heat source, t. of n. f./day; 

RM F,FPP FPP
k kq q− + are speeds of wood raw material consuming and refueling at k  FPP, t. of n. f./day. The 

speed of raw material replenishing at k th FPP is defined as a sum of speeds of wood raw material con-

suming RM
RMAPq−  at RMAP that supplies that given FPP. 

Fuel preparation line launches at the time RMst
FPPt−  when wood raw material is delivered to FPP 

warehouse. Therefore, speeds of wood raw material consuming and refueling at k th FPP are equal and 
are defined by the performance of equipment ( )kp t , t. of n. f./day: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )RM F ,FPP FPP
k k kq t q t p t− += =    1, .k N=   

Fuel preparation line works under normal conditions. The performance of equipment at FPP can 
be increased, if needed, by γ , %. Raw material and fuel warehouses have capacity reserve: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )max 1 ,
k kp t p tγ= +    1, .k N=   

The lack of capacity in case of emergency can be mitigated by increasing the capacity of working 
equipment. 

Speeds of wood raw material replenishing at RMAP depend upon the amount of deforestation 
approved by the forest plan. 

The amount of fuel consumed by heat sources during the heating season is not constant. The dy-
namics of fuel consumption are defined depending on the seasonality function ( ):s t  

 F Fo( ) ( ),H H
j jq t q s t− −=    1, ;j L=   

where Fo
H
jq−  is specific fuel consumption at j th heat source with uniform consumption during the heat-

ing season, t. of n. f./day. 
Seasonality function is based on the results of temperature measurements during the heating sea-

son according to the formula: 

 ( ) ( )in out
0

in c

;
t

s t s
θ θ

θ θ
−

=
−

  

where inθ  is an indoor air temperature of heated buildings, ;С°  cθ  is a calculated temperature of out-

door air (the average temperature of five coldest consecutive days), ;С°  out ( )tθ  is a outdoor air tem-
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perature at the time t , ;С°  0s  is a that can be found from the following equation: 

 
( )T

Tн

in out
0

in c Fo

,
кt H

j
H
jt

Q
s d

q

θ θ τ
τ

θ θ

−

−

−

−

−
=

−   

where H
jQ− is the volume of fuel consumed at j th heat source during the heating season (t. of n. f). 

The system of equations describing stock change on different levels of fuel supply logistic system 
is as follows: 

 
RMAP
RM

RM RM( ) ( ),RMAP RMAPi
i i

dQ
q t q t

dt
+ −= −


   1, ,i M=  (1) 

 
FPP
RM

RM RM
1 1 1

( ) ,
N M N

j RMAP FPP
i j

j i j

dQ
q t q

dt
− −

= = =
= −  


 (2) 

 
FPP
F

F F
1 1 1

( ),
N N L

j FPP FPP
j k

j j k

dQ
q q t

dt
+ +

= = =
= −  


 (3) 

 
H
F

F F( ) ( ),j FPP FPP
j j

dQ
q t q t

dt
+ −= −


   1, .j L=  (4) 

Suppose that in the end of each period all fuel resources at FPP warehouses and heat sources as 
well as wood raw material supplies at RMAP are consumed without remainder. This implies following 
balance equations: 

 
RMend RMend

RMst RMst

RM RM( ) ( ) ,
t t

RMAP RMAP
i i

t t

q t dt q t dt

+ −

+ −

+ −=     1, ,i M=  (5) 

 
RMend Fend

RMst Fst

RM F
1 1

( ) ( ) ,
t tM L

RMAP H
i k

i kt t

q t dt q t dt

− +

− +

− +

= =
=    (6) 

 
Fend Fend

Fst Fst

F F( ) ( ) ,
t t

H H
k k

t t

q t dt q t dt

+ −

+ −

+ −=     1, ,k L=  (7) 

where , , ,RM RM F Ft t t t+ − + −Δ Δ Δ Δ  are periods of wood raw material and fuel replenishing and consuming 
respectively, hence: 

 ,RMst RM RMendt t t+ + ++ Δ =  (8) 

 ,RMst RM RMendt t t− − −+ Δ =  (9) 

 ,Fst F Fendt t t+ + ++ Δ =  (10) 

 .Fst F Fendt t t− − −+ Δ =  (11) 

Let us introduce the restrictions on the amount of stock at warehouses taking into account raw 
material humidity: 

 ( ) ( )
RMst RMend

RMAP
1 RM 2 RM RM0 ,

t t
RMAP RMAP

i i i

t t

q d q d Vβ τ τ β τ τ
+ −

+ −≤ − ≤     1, ,i M=  (12) 

 ( ) ( )
RMst RMst

FPP
RM

RM RM
21

0 ,
t tM

RMAP FPP
i

i t t

V
q d q dτ τ τ τ

β− −

− −

=
≤ − ≤    (13) 
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 ( ) ( )
RMst Fst

FFP
F

F F
21

0 ,
t tL

FPP H
j

jt t

V
q d q dτ τ τ τ

β− +

+ +

=
≤ − ≤   (14) 

 ( ) ( )
Fst Fst

F
HF

H F F
2

,
t t

jr H H
j j j

t t

V
Q q d q dτ τ τ τ

β+ −

+ −≤ − ≤     1, ,j L=  (15) 

where 1 2,β β  are ratios that define the number of bulk cubic meters of wood raw material per ton of 

standard fuel, bulk cub. m./t. of n. f.; RMAP
RMiV  is the volume of wood raw material warehouse in i th 

RMAP, bulk cub. m.; FPP FPP
RM F,V V are volumes of wood raw material and fuel warehouses at FPP, 

bulk cub. m; F
H

r
jQ  is the size of reserve fuel supply in j th heat source, t. of n. f.; F

HjV is the volume of 

fuel warehouse in j th heat source, bulk cub. m. 
Thus, equations (1)–(15) describe fuel supply logistic system. 
Operational risks in regional fuel supply system may depend primarily on the malfunctioning of 

logistic system components. So three types of risks can be distinguished: emergencies occurred due to 
RMAP breakdown; emergencies occurred due to FPP breakdown; emergencies occurred due to heat 
sources breakdown. 

This paper does not take into account the problem of optimal management of fuel supply system 
in case of emergency related to heat sources breakdown because heat sources are consumers of the 
fuel supply system’s end product. The problem of increasing the level of energy security must be dealt 
with prevention measures aimed at reducing the likelihood of risk occurrence. 

2.1. Optimal management in case of emergency related to RMAP breakdown 

Let us assume at the time brt m RMAPs broke down and these accumulation points supplied raw 
materials to n  FPPs. 

To be specific, suppose that broken RMAPs have indexes 1, 2, 3, , ,m  and corresponding FPP 

indexes are 1, 2, 3, , .n  
Optimal management boils down to the supply redistribution of raw materials from M m−  

RMAPs left to all FPPs, so that total expenditures in the system over the period of RMAP recovery 

rect  are minimum. 

During the period rect  the volume of raw materials that must be delivered from m  broken 
RMAPs to corresponding FPPs can be calculated as follows: 

 
br rec

bt

rec
RM RM

1

.
t tm

RMAP
k

k t

Q q dt
+

−

=
=    

As long as all wood raw materials at RMAP are consumed without remainder after each period, 

then, when broken RMAPs are recovered, raw materials need to be distributed in the volume of rec
RMQ  

from their warehouses between FPP that received less resources than expected because of emergen-
cies. Moreover, raw materials are successfully transported from one of M m−  working RMAPs to 
one of n  FPPs which needs raw materials only if raw materials volume in this RMAP warehouse ex-
ceeds the amount needed during the period rec.t  Thus, the amount of raw materials which can be 

transported from i th working RMAP to FPP in need of raw materials can be calculated as follows: 

 
br rec br rec

br

RMAP
RM RM RM ,

br

t t t t
h RMAP RMAP
i i i i

t t

Q Q q dt q dt
+ +

+ −= + −     1, .i m M= +   
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The essence of optimal management of fuel supply in case of emergency related to RMAP 
breakdown is to minimize total expenditures during the recovery period of RMAP: 

 
( ) ( )1 2RM RM RM( , , , ) min,

Mm m

RMAP RMAP RMAPF q q q
+ +

− − − →  (16) 

where RM ( )RMAP
iq t−  are control functions. 

Additional expenses on fuel supply related to RMAP breakdown consist of two parts: 

 .I IIF F F= +   

1. The costs of raw material transportation from working RMAPs to FPPs in need of the mate-
rials: 

 
1 1

,
M n

I RM h
ij i

i m j

F s Q
= + =

=     

where RM
ijs are specific transportation costs on wood raw material delivery from i th RMAP  

to j th FPP, rub./ t. of n. f. 
2. The costs of raw material transportation from recovered RMAPs to FPP received less raw ma-

terials than expected: 

 
1 1

,
m N

II RM h
ij i

i j n

F s Q
= = +

=    

 
1 1

.
M m

h h
i i

i m i

Q Q
= + =

=    

2.2. Optimal management in case of emergency related to FPP breakdown 

Let us assume that at the time brt  fuel preparation stopped at n  FPPs. These production points 

were provided with raw materials from m  RMAPs and supplied fuel to l  heat sources. 
To be specific, suppose that broken FPPs have indexes 1, 2, 3, , ,n  corresponding RMAPs have 

indexes 1, 2, 3, , ,n  and heat sources have indexes 1, 2, 3, , .l  

The objective of optimal management is to redistribute the supply of raw materials from m  
RMAPs to N n−  working FPPs, and redistribute fuel supply to l  heat sources, so that total expendi-
tures in the system during the period of FPP recovery rect  are minimum. 

At the time brt  the volume of fuel located at FPP is equal to: 

 

( )

( ) ( )

br RMst br Fst
1FPP

F
1

br RMst br RMst F br Fst
1 1

, if ,

( ), if ,

n

j
n

j
j n n

j H
j j

j j

t t p t t

Q

t t p t t q t t t

− +

=

= − + − +

= =


− ≤

= 
 − − − >





 
   

and the volume of fuel at corresponding heat sources is defined as follows: 

 ( )

( ) ( )

br Fst

br Fst br FstH
F 1

1

br Fst br Fst F br Fst
1 1

0, if ,

, if ,

( ), if .

l
l

k
k k

k l l
H

k k
k k

t t

t t p t t
Q

t t p t t q t t t

+

+ −

=
=

+ − − −

= =

 ≤

 − ≤= 

 − − − >
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Then the volume of fuel needed to power heat sources during FPP recovery time rect  is equal to: 

 rec H
F rec F

1 1 1

.
l l l

k k k
k k k

Q t p Q
= = =

= −      

The essence of optimal management of fuel supply in case of emergency related to FPP break-
down is to minimize total expenditures during FPP recovery period: 

 RM1 RM2 RM F1 F2 F( , , , , , , , ) min,RMAP RMAP RMAP H H H
m lF q q q q q q− − − + + + →   (17) 

where ( ) ( )RM H,RMAP F
i kq t q t− +  are control functions. 

Total expenditures (17) consist of four parts: stock costs, organizational costs related to stock 
registration, its loading, discharging etc., storage costs and costs of shipping FPP raw materials and 
fuel to a certain heat source: 

 I II III IV.F F F F F= + + +   

1. Stock costs: 

 
br rec

br

I
F F

1

( ) ,
t tl

H
k k

k t

F c q t dt
+

+

=
=    

where Fkc  is the cost of fuel deliver from FPP to k th heat source, rub./ t. of n. f. 
2. Organizational costs: 

 II
RM RM F F

1 1

,
m l

i i k k
i k

F z n z n
= =

= +    

where RMiz  is organizational costs of one raw material shipment from i th RMAP, rub./shipment;  

Fkz  is organizational costs of one fuel shipment to k th heat source, rub./shipment; RM F,i kn n  are num-
bers of wood raw material shipments from i th RMAP and fuel shipments to k th heat source during 
FPP recovery time. 

Let us introduce the functions RM ( ), 1, ,i t i mη =  and F ( ), 1, ,k t k lη =  so that: 

 ( ) RM
RM

RM

1, if ( ) 0,

0, if ( ) 0,

RMAP
i

i RMAP
i

q t
t

q t
η

−

−

 >= 
=

   1, ;i m=   

 ( ) F
F

F

1, if ( ) 0,

0, if ( ) 0,

H
k

k H
k

q t
t

q t
η

+

+

 >= 
=

   1, .k l=   

Then 

 
rec

RM RM ( ),i i
t

n tη=    1, ;i m=   

 
rec

F F ( ),k k
t

n tη=    1, .k l=   

3. Bulk storage costs: 
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t t t t t tl
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=
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where RM F,h h  are unit costs of wood raw material and fuel storage at FPP, rub./(t. of n. f.·day); Fkh  is 

unit costs of fuel storage in k th heat source, rub./(t. of n. f.·day). Unit costs include warehouse lease 
costs, amortization costs during the storage etc. 

4. Costs of raw material and fuel shipping: 

 IV RMAP RM H F FPP F
RM F F

1 1 1 1 1

,
N m l n l

ij ij jk jk ab ab
j n i k a b

F Q s Q s Q s
= + = = = =

 
= + + 

 
      

 RM
rec

1

,
m

ij j
i

Q p tγ
=

≤   

 F H
rec

1

.
N

jk k
j

Q q t−

=
=   

3. Algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management  
of fuel supply system 

Often, when solving optimization problems, the use of exact methods is very difficult due to the 
large number of variables and constraints, and therefore various heuristic methods are used to solve 
them, in particular, genetic algorithms that allow to obtain close to optimal solutions in a reasonable 
time [Tenenev, Yakimovich, 2010]. 

To solve the problem of optimal management of regional fuel supply system in case of emergen-
cy related to breakdown of the logistic system’s objects genetic optimization algorithms adjusted to 
the current problems are used [Ruszczyński, 2006; Bozkaya et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2011]. 

Let us take a look at the algorithm for solving the problem in case of RMAP breakdown. 
The volumes of wood raw material shipping from RMAP to FPP are assumed to be constant and 

must meet the conditions of continuous fuel preparation process taking into account the performance 

of equipment max ( )jp t  (t. of n. f./day) in j th FPP: 

 
FPP *
RM RM

RM FPP *
RM RM

, if ( ) ,
( )

0, if ( ) ,

ij j jRMAP
ij

j j

x Q t Q
q t

Q t Q

−
 ≤= 

>




   1, ,i M=    1, ,j N=   

where RMAP
ijq −

RM  is a speed of wood raw material shipping from i th RMAP to j th FPP, t. of n. f./day; 
FPP
RMjQ  is the current volume of wood raw material in j th FPP, tons of standard fuel; *

RMjQ  is the vol-

ume of wood raw material replenishing in j th FPP (tons of standard fuel) during the period of ship-

ment FPP
shipt  (days) which is defined by formula: 

 * FPP
RM ship( ) ,j jQ p t t=    1, .j N=   

Let ( )11 21 1 12, ,... , ,...,N MNX x x x x x=  be the vector of volumes of wood raw material shipments 

from RMAP to FPP which are the parameters of the problem of optimal management of fuel supply in 
case of RMAP breakdown. Then the target function of the optimal management problem (16) intro-
duced in the problem statement will be as follows: 

 ( ) min.F X →  (18) 

The problem of fuel supply optimal management in case of RMAP breakdown boils down to the 

search of optimization parameters ( )11 21 1 12, ,... , ,...,N MNX x x x x x=  that meet the conditions (12)–
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(15), (18). The process of problem solving consists of two stages. At the first stage the parameter val-
ues ( ) ( )1 1 2 1, , , MNm mx x x+ +   defining raw material shipment from working RMAPs to all FPPs are de-

termined. At the second stage the parameters 11 21, , , mNx x x  defining raw material shipment from 
recovered RMAPs to FPPs received less resources than expected due to emergency. The given prob-
lem belongs to the class of mathematical programming problems and its solution is based on using 
genetic optimization algorithms at every stage of its solving process. The operation of genetic algo-
rithms at both stages is identical. 

When using genetic algorithms optimization parameters are represented as encoded values 
(genes). The set of genes is organized into a chromosome. The set of chromosome forms a population. 
At the first stage a chromosome represents a set of ( )N M m−  numbers that determine what RMAP 

raw materials are transported and to what FPP they are transported as well as their shipping volumes. 
First M m−  numbers describe the relationship between the first FPP and working RMAPs, 
next mM −  numbers relate to the second FPP etc. An example of the chromosome for the given prob-
lem is shown in Figure 2. 

3.27 11.4 … 5.75 8.50 21.10 … 34.50 8.55 35.60 … 20.10 

( )11+mx ( )12+mx 1Mx

FFP 1 FFP 2

( )21+mx ( )22+mx 2Mx ( )31+mx ( )32+mx MNx

 

Fig. 2. An example of a vector of controlled variables in a genetic algorithm to solve an optimal control problem 
in case of RMAP breakdown 

To assess the quality of solution described by each individual in the population each chromosome 
is assigned a value of a fitness function which describes how close a given problem’s solution is to the 
optimal one. In our case the fitness function is the target function (18). The evolution of initial popula-
tion, i.e. the improvement of the fitness function value, is caused by using genetic operators that 
change information in chromosomes. 

As each chromosome contains not only information about the required parameter values, but also 
the information about the links between the system’s elements, initial population of individuals can’t 
be formed by filling chromosome genes with arbitrary structures because it may cause the appearance 
of infeasible individuals. When solving the problem of fuel supply optimal management in case of 
RMAP breakdown new population is generated as follows: a raw material accumulation point is ran-
domly chosen and linked to the nearest fuel preparation point providing the former with the highest 
possible amount of raw materials, then next RMAP is chosen and the iteration repeats. RMAPs with 
no resources and FPPs received enough raw materials are excluded from consideration. The individu-
al’s generation process ends when the need for raw materials at all FPPs is met. After that the fitness 
function value is calculated for each chromosome. 

Then, as every individual is assigned the fitness function value (18), selection operator is applied 
to the population. Selection operator selects chromosomes based on their fitness function values so 
that they can participate in the generation of new population. Tournament selection was chosen as 
a selection operator with tournament size .sm  

After the generation of parent population genetic crossover and mutation operators are applied 
to it. 

Crossover operator leads to the generation of child individuals based on the gene values of parent 
individuals. As a parametric structural optimization problem is being solved, links and relations be-
tween the value of genes in the chromosome must be taken into consideration. Therefore, using of 
standard crossover and operators is unacceptable for this problem solving because in this case the 
problems related to the generation of infeasible chromosomes emerge. 
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Let us take a look at the method of how crossover operator adjusted to the given problem works. 
Crossover operator should be applied if the sums of values of chromosome genes that determine 

a state of some FPP are equal. Suppose we have two individuals ( ) ( )( )1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2, , , MNm mX x x x+ +=   and 

( ) ( )( )2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2, , , ,MNm mX x x x+ +=   and suppose this condition holds true: 

 1 2

1 1

,
M M

ij ij
i m i m

x x
= + = +

=     1, .j N=  (19) 

In this case these chromosomes exchange a set of genes that meet the condition (19). As a result, 
following chromosomes are obtained: 

 ( ) ( )( )1 1 1 2 2 1
11 1 1, , , , , , , , ,M Mi MNm m iX x x x x x+ +=       

 ( ) ( )( )2 2 2 1 1 2
11 1 1, , , , , , , , .M Mi MNm m iX x x x x x+ +=       

After we get new chromosomes the feasibility of obtained solutions must be verified. If there is 
an unfeasible chromosome, its gene values that don’t meet the condition (19) are redistributed. The 
gene values redistribution method is identical to the chromosome generation method. Then best indi-
viduals are chosen among parent and child ones to join the population. 

Mutation operator is designed to produce arbitrary changes in information in a chromosome. In 
this case mutation operator can be applied with a certain probability to a set of numbers defining the 
state of some FPP. The operator redistributes gene values while keeping the same amount of their sum 
and satisfying the constrains. 

Aforementioned crossover and mutation operators are of probabilistic nature. When genetic oper-
ators are used in practice a certain fixed number fp  is set. Then a random number p  from the inter-

val [ ]0;1  is generated. If ,fp p≤  then the operator is executed. In case of crossover operator 

[ ]0.5;1 ,fp ∈  in case of mutation operator [ ]0;0.1 .fp ∈  

After the parameter values ( ) ( )1 1 2 1, , , MNm mx x x+ +   are defined, the volumes of raw materials con-

sumed by working RMAPs are calculated as well as what FPP will not receive enough raw materials 
and in what quantities. After that the second stage begins and its result is the parameter values 

11 21, , , .mNx x x   
After all the parameters in question are determined, total expenditures in the fuel supply system 

for RMAP recovery period are calculated. 
Thus, a general algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management of fuel supply system 

in case of emergency related to RMAP breakdown can be described as a flow chart in the Figure 3. 
Let us take a look at the algorithm for the same problem solving in case of FPP breakdown. 
The volumes of wood raw material shipping from RMAP to FPP are assumed to be constant and 

must meet the conditions of continuous fuel preparation process taking into account the highest per-

formance of equipment max ( )jp t  (t. of n. f./day) in j th FPP: 

 
FPP *
RM RM

RM FPP *
RM RM

, if ( ) ,
( )

0, if ( ) ,

ij j jRMAP
ij

j j

x Q t Q
q t

Q t Q

−
 ≤= 

>




   1, ,i M=    1, ,j N=   

where RM
RMAP

ijq−  is a speed of wood raw material shipping from i th RMAP to j th FPP, t. of n. f./day; 
FPP
RMjQ  is a current volume of wood raw materials in j th FPP, tons of standard fuel; *

RMjQ  is a volume 

of wood raw material processing in j th FPP (tons of standard fuel) during the shipment period FPP
shipt   
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Fig. 3. The flow chart of an algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management of fuel supply system in 
case of emergency related to RMAP breakdown 

(days) defined by the formula: 

 * max FPP
RM ship( ) ,j jQ p t t=    1, .j N=   

The volumes of the fuel batch delivered to heat sources during the heating season are constant 

and determined based on reserve fuel supplies H
F

rQ  (tons of standard fuel) in warehouses at heat 
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sources: 
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H H
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   1, ,j N=    1, ,k L=   

where H
Fjkq+  is a speed of fuel shipping from j th FPP to k th heat source (t. of n. f./day); F

HkQ  is a cur-

rent volume of fuel in k th heat source (t. of n. f.). 

Let ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )( )1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2, , , , , , mNn n m n nX x x x x x+ + + +=    and 

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )( )2 2 2 2 2

2 11 1 2 1 1 2
, , , , , ,N N ln n n

X x x x x x+ + +=    be the vectors denoting the volumes of wood raw mate-

rial shipping from unclaimed RMAPs to working FPPs and fuel shipping to heat sources in need of 
shipping. These vectors are the parameters in the problem of fuel supply optimal management in case 
of FPP breakdown. Hence, the target function of optimal management problem (17) introduced in the 
problem statement can be rewritten as follows: 

 ( )1 2, min.F X X →  (20) 

The problem of fuel supply optimal management in case of FPP breakdown boils down to the 

search of optimization parameters ( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )( )1 1 1

1 1 1 2 1, , , mNn nX x x x+ +=   and ( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )( )2 2 2

2 1 1 2 1, , , N ln nX x x x+ +=   

that meet the conditions (12)–(15), (20).  
The solving of this problem is also based on using genetic optimization algorithms. In this case 

a chromosome is represented as a set of ( )( )N n m l− +  numbers that define the structure of fuel sup-

ply system in case of FPP breakdown and the volumes of raw material and fuel supply between the 
system’s elements. Each m l+  numbers describe the state of one of N n−  working FPPs with the 
first m  numbers from each set defining what RMAP a given fuel preparation point obtains resources 
from and in what quantities, and next l  numbers define what heat sources are provided with fuel from 
the given FPP and in what quantities. An example of a chromosome for the problem in question is 
shown in Figure 4. 

16.5 19.3 … 12.7 4.2 9.8 … 13.6 17.4 11.1 … 12.0 

( )
( )1

11 +nx ( )
( )1

12 +nx ( )
( )1

1+nmx ( )
( )2

21+nx ( )
( )1

21 +nx( )
( )2

1 lnx + ( )
( )1

22 +nx
( )2
lNx( )

( )2
11+nx

RMAP

FFP

Heat sources

 

Fig. 4. An example of a vector of controlled variables in a genetic algorithm to solve an optimal control problem 
in case of FPP breakdown 

To assess the quality of solution described by each individual in the population each chromosome 
is assigned a value of a fitness function. In our case the fitness function is the target function (20). 

Initial population is generated given the structural features of fuel supply system. In order to 
avoid infeasible individuals being generated in the population the algorithm takes into account the re-
strictions related to FPP work equipment capacity. 

When solving the problem of fuel supply optimal management in case of FPP breakdown new 
population is generated in two stages. At the first stage one of l  heat sources is randomly chosen and 
linked to the nearest fuel preparation point. Given that, a maximum amount of fuel is written into the 
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chromosome cell corresponding to the connection between these objects. While the chromosome be-
ing filled, heat sources with resources depleted and FFPs with no reserved capacity are excluded from 
consideration. The process runs until all needs of heat sources are met. After that, at the second stage, 
the chromosome cells corresponding to the volumes of raw material shipping from RMAPs to FPPs 
are filled. The process is analogous: one RAMP is randomly chosen and linked to the nearest fuel 
preparation point with the volume of raw materials delivered from RMAP to FPP being determined 
based on how loaded this FPP will be after the first stage of the chromosome formation. While the 
chromosome being filled FPPs with resources depleted and RMAPs with no raw materials are exclud-
ed from consideration. The process runs until all needs of FPPs are met. 

After that the fitness function values is calculated for each chromosome. The selection operator is 
applied to population. When solving this problem tournament selection is applied as a selection opera-
tor. After parent population being generated crossover and mutation operators are applied to it. 

Crossover operator is applied if the sums of values of chromosome genes that determine a state  

of some FPP are equal. Suppose we have two individuals ( ) ( )( )1 11 11 12
1 1 2 1, , , N ln nX x x x+ +=   and 

( ) ( )( )2 21 21 22
1 1 2 1, , , ,N ln nX x x x+ +=   and suppose this condition holds true: 

 11 12 21 22

1 1 1 1

,
m l m l

ij jk ij jk
i k i k

x x x x
= = = =

+ = +       ( )1 , .j n N= +  (21) 

In this case these chromosomes exchange a set of genes that meet the condition (21). As a result, 
following chromosomes are obtained: 

 
( ) ( )( )1 11 11 21 21 21 22 22 22 12

1 2 1 21 1 2 1, , , , , , , , , , , , ,j j mj j j jl N ln nX x x x x x x x x x+ +=       

 ( ) ( )( )2 21 21 11 11 11 12 12 12 22
1 2 1 21 1 2 1, , , , , , , , , , , , .j j mj j j jl N ln nX x x x x x x x x x+ +=       

After we get new chromosomes the feasibility of obtained solutions must be verified. If there is 
an unfeasible chromosome, its gene values that don’t meet the condition (21) are redistributed. The 
gene values redistribution method is identical to the chromosome generation method. Then the fitness 
function of obtained chromosomes is calculated and best individuals are chosen among parent and 
child ones to join the population. 

Mutation operator, in this case, can be applied with a certain probability to a set of numbers de-
fining the state of some FPP. The operator redistributes gene values while keeping the same amount of 
their sum and satisfying the constrains. The mutation method is identical to the chromosome genera-
tion method. 

After all the parameters in question are determined, total expenditures in the fuel supply system 
for FPP recovery period are calculated. 

Thus, a general algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management of fuel supply system 
in case of emergency related to FPP breakdown can be described as a flow chart in Figure 5. 

3.1. Testing of the algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management  
of fuel supply system 

In order to adjust optimization parameters and check the accuracy of developed algorithms their 
testing was conducted. 

While testing the algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management of fuel supply in 
case of emergency the characteristics such as the performance of an algorithm and the accuracy of so-
lution obtained were tested. The performance is defined as the time needed to obtain a solution T  (se-
conds). The accuracy of obtained solution is defined based on the estimated deviation of the fitness 
function value FΔ  from the reference value .optF  
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Fig. 5. The flow chart of an algorithm for solving the problem of optimal management of fuel supply 
system in case of emergency related to FPP breakdown 

When developing the algorithm for solving the optimal management problem three parameters 
were distinguished: the number of individuals in the population ,N  the probability of crossing cp  and 

the probability of mutation m.p  

N  is a prescribed number of individuals making up a population of genetic algorithm, 

[ ]5;100 ,N ∈  the parameter values varied by 5.NΔ =  

The probability of crossing [ ]c 0.5;1 ,p ∈  the parameter values varied by c 0.05.pΔ =  

The probability of mutation [ ]m 0.05; 0,5 ,p ∈  the parameter values varied by m 0.05.pΔ =  

The reference value of target function the results obtained with optimal management algorithm 
compared with was determined with a number of individuals in the population 300.N =  

While testing the algorithms emergency modeling was conducted using the example of Igra region, 
the Udmurt Republic. This region is located in the center of the Udmurt republic, so that if emergency 
occurs, there are many ways to mitigate it by the neighboring regions. Seven RMAPs and two FPPs are 
planned to be established in this region to supply overall 37 regional heat sources with fuel. 

While testing the algorithm of optimal management of fuel supply in case of emergency related 
to several FPPs breakdown a case of breakdown of all FPPs in Igra region was considered. 

As mentioned earlier, the probability of finding a global extremum and the performance of the 
algorithm were evaluated. Optimal parameters for the operation of the algorithm are adjusted during 
the test. 
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Comparative analysis over each parameter within its range (other parameter values considered to 
be fixed) was conducted. 

Figure 6 shows the results of the testing of fuel supply optimal management algorithm in case of 
emergency related to FPP breakdown with different parameter values .N  The diagrams below show 
how the algorithm performance and accuracy of obtained solution depend on the parameter .N  
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the algorithm performance T and accuracy of obtained solution / optF FΔ  on the on the 
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Fig. 7. Average and limit values of FPPs reserve capacity γ  in case of different number of FPPs break-down n  

As the diagrams in Figure 7 show, the more the number of individuals in the population the high-
er the accuracy of obtained solution and the lower the performance of an algorithm. So the number of 
individuals making up a population of genetic algorithm with the deviation of the target function value 
from the reference value not more than 3 % is 40. 

The study was conducted for the remaining parameters of the genetic algorithm. Optimal proba-
bility of crossover operator application for genetic algorithm adjusted to the given problem is 0.8. 
Given that, the deviation of the target function value from the optimal value is 2 %. Optimal probabil-
ity of mutation was chosen to be m 0.3,p =  the deviation of the target function from the optimal value 
is not more than 2.5 %. 
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Furthermore, to assess the limits of applicability of developed optimal management models a re-
search on the parameter γ  which defines the reserve capacity of FPP equipment powering the fuel 
supply system in case of emergency was conducted. 

As the lack of capacity in case of some FPPs breakdown is mitigated by increasing the capacity 
of working FPP, the following balance equation holds true: 

( ) ( )1 ,np N n p γ= − +  

where p  is the average FPP performance, n  is the number of broken FPPs, N is the overall number 

of FPPs. So the parameter γ  can be assessed according to the following formula: 

.
n

N n
γ =

−
 

As the capacity of FPPs are different, the deviation of real FPP capacity from the average value 
must be taken into account as well as the cases of FPP breakdown with maximum or minimum capaci-
ty. The range of γ  variation in case of different types of FPP breakdown is shown in Figure 7. 

As the number of broken FPPs grows, the reserve capacity built in the system rises irregularly. In 
order to make up for the next FPP breakdown a value of γ  needs to be higher. 

The number of FPPs which breakdown can be made up for by the system with different values 
of γ  is shown in Figure 8. 
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As rising value of γ  results in an increase of FPP equipment price, recommended value of γ  

should be within the range 0 20γ< < %. 20 % capacity reservation will allow to balance simultaneous 
breakdown of two to six FPPs. 

3.2. Results of optimal management of regional fuel supply system  
in case of emergency 

Considering the case of emergency in the regional fuel supply system information-analytical sys-
tem redefines structural links between objects and calculates the parameters of changed system in ac-
cordance with mathematical models introduced in analytical subsystem of the program complex. The 
results of calculations are plotted on the electronic map of the Udmurt Republic as new routes of raw 
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material and fuel movement. Quantitative characteristics of changed system are depicted in the infor-
mation bar as well as in the control table of fuel supply system stock. 

An example of visual representation of optimal management of regional fuel supply system in 
case of FPP breakdown is shown in Figures 9–12. Figures 9, 10 demonstrate the initial map of fuel 
supply in Vavozh region, the Udmurt Republic.  
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Fig. 9. Wood raw material transportation routes in Vavozh region, the Udmurt Republic 
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Fig. 10. Fuel transportation routes in Vavozh region, the Udmurt Republic 
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Fig. 11. Raw material transportation routes in Vavozh region, the Udmurt Republic, in case of FPP breakdown in 
Volipelga village 
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Fig. 12. Fuel transportation routes in Vavozh region, the Udmurt Republic, in case of FPP breakdown in Volipel-
ga village 
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It’s planned to establish two fuel preparation points in villages Volipelga and Novaya Biya in 
Vavozh region, the Udmurt Republic. These FPPs will be provided with raw materials from six accu-
mulation points and they will supply fuel to about ten regional heat sources. 

If a FPP in Volipelga village breaks down, raw material and fuel transportation routes in the sys-
tem will rearrange. The result of the calculation of links between fuel supply system’s objects in case 
of emergency is shown in Figures 11, 12. 

Figure 13 shows the diagrams depicting the change of wood raw material and fuel volumes at 
FPP located in Volipelga village as well as at heat sources being powered by this FPP in case of fuel 
supply system operating under normal conditions. In case of FPP breakdown raw materials are redis-
tributed to neighboring fuel preparation points which will supply fuel to heat sources for a FPP repair-
ing period providing the compliance with fuel delivery schedule.  

Figure 14 shows the diagrams depicting the change of wood raw materials and fuel at FPP locat-
ed in Starye Kopki village in case of FPP breakdown in Volipelga village. Former FPP will supply 
fuel to a part of heat sources of broken FPP. 

 

Fig. 14. Graphs of changes in stocks of wood raw materials FPP
RMQ  and fuel FPP

FQ  at FPP in Starye 
Kopki during the year under normal conditions and in case of emergency at FPP in Volipelga 

4. Conclusion 

The article presents a mathematical model of optimal management of logistic fuel supply system 
with wood fuel, which consists of three interconnected levels: raw material accumulation points, fuel 
preparation points and heat sources. This model is introduced in information-analytical system of re-
gional alternative fuel supply management, which is implemented in the Ministry of Industry and En-
ergy of the Udmurt Republic and is used for the operational management of region’s fuel and energy 
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complex. The information-analytical system implements a logistic fuel supply system of the Udmurt 
Republic, consisting of 94 raw material accumulation points and 24 fuel preparation points, as well as 
of 297 heat sources located in remote settlements of the republic and which are planned to be supplied 
with wood fuel. 

For the operational management of logistic fuel supply system, mathematical models and algo-
rithms for the optimal control have been developed in case of emergency related to RMAP breakdown 
and FPP breakdown. In mathematical models, the target criterion is minimization of costs associated 
with the functioning of logistic system in case of emergency. The proposed optimal control algorithms 
are based on the use of genetic algorithms adapted to solve problems. During the test of developed 
algorithms optimal values of its parameters were found so that needed proportion between the algo-
rithm’s performance and accuracy of obtained solution is reached. The use of genetic algorithms al-
lows you to quickly respond to emergency situations, due to the high speed of the algorithm without 
losing accuracy in the calculations. The application of genetic algorithms enables to respond quickly 
to emergency situations due to high performance of the algorithm without accuracy losses. 

The influence of the reserve capacity of FPP equipment on the conditions for the stable operation 
of the regional fuel supply system has been investigated. So, 20 % capacity reservation will allow to 
balance simultaneous breakdown of two to six FPPs. For various values of reserve capacity, computer 
simulation of emergency in the fuel supply system of the Udmurt Republic was carried out: optimal 
routes for wood raw material and fuel transportation between different levels of the logistic scheme 
were built, optimal volumes and time of wood raw material and fuel deliveries were calculated. 

Thus, the proposed mathematical models and algorithms for optimal fuel management in case of 
emergency are a contribution to the mathematical tools of logistic control of multi-level organizational 
systems. The developed information and analytical system allows to solve interactively the problems of 
operational planning and control of fuel supply of a regional heat supply distributed management system. 
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